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Abstract— Any system that has the capability to diagnose and
recover from faults is considered to be a fault-tolerant system.
Additionally, the quality of the incorporated fault-tolerance
has a direct impact on the overall performance of the system.
Hence, being able to measure the extent and usefulness of fault-
tolerance exhibited by the system would provide the designer
with a useful analysis tool for better understanding the system
as a whole. Unfortunately, it is difficult to quantify system
fault-tolerance on its own for intelligent systems. A more useful
metric for evaluation is the “effectiveness” [6] measure of fault-
tolerance. The influence of fault-tolerance towards improving
overall performance determines the overall effectiveness or
quality of the system. In this paper, we outline application-
independent metrics to measure fault-tolerance within the
context of system performance. In addition, we also outline
potential methods to better interpret the obtained measures
towards understanding the capabilities of the implemented
system. Furthermore, a main focus of our approach is to
capture the effect of intelligence, reasoning, or learning on
the effective fault-tolerance of the system, rather than relying
purely on traditional redundancy based measures. We show the
utility of the designed metrics by applying them to different
fault-tolerance architectures implemented for multiple complex
heterogeneous multi-robot team applications and comparing
system performance. Finally, we contrast the developed metrics
with the only other existing method (HWB method [6]) for
evaluating (that we are aware of) effective fault-tolerance for
multi-robot teams and rate them in terms of their capability to
best interpret the workings of the implemented systems. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first metric that attempts to
evaluate the quality of learning towards understanding system
level fault-tolerance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, multi-robot teams are being used in

functionally-distributed missions that require complex coor-

dination among multiple robots performing numerous tasks

such as planning, information sharing, and so forth in highly

dynamic and potentially hazardous operating environments.

In the last decade, several researchers have studied fault-

tolerance for robotic systems (e.g., [1], [7], [11], [10]).

However, still missing from this research are standard metrics

for evaluating new and existing multi-robot fault-tolerance

methods. In the absence of accepted metrics, it is difficult

for a designer to calculate the true capability of an existing

system, compare two different fault-tolerant strategies, or

attempt to evaluate a newly proposed strategy.

Most multi-robot applications are distributed in nature, and

when robots are homogeneous, they can provide a natural

redundancy to each other. However, while redundancy by

itself is a useful measure [6], it is incomplete as an evaluation

metric, since a system can also be effectively fault-tolerant

through other reasoning methods. Additionally, in our earlier

work ([12]), we detailed empirical results that show the

inability of a system to identify all faults that may occur

without incorporating an experience based online-learner.

As a consequence, we can say that for a system to be

truly robust to change, it needs to exhibit adaptability to

counter the dynamic nature of its operating environment.

Thus, it is preferred to have a metric that can measure

the effective fault-tolerance as it influences overall system

performance in achieving the tasks of the application. Based

on this analysis, this paper addresses the following problem:

Develop application-independent metrics for calculating the

influence of fault-tolerance towards system performance and

identify potential methods for analyzing the obtained mea-

sures towards evaluating the true capability of a multi-

robot system. The metrics were initially outlined in [9], but

were not meaningfully evaluated using experimental data.

In this current paper, we detail and extend the originally

proposed metrics and present extensive new experimental

data to validate them.

In Section II, we present a brief review of existing work

on performance metrics and discuss their drawbacks as fault-

tolerance measures. Section III formally defines the proposed

problem and details the derivation of the proposed metrics. In

order to evaluate the validity of the metrics, we apply them to

two distinct physical multi-robot experiments in Section IV.

Based on the obtained data, we attempt to understand and

identify the capabilities and limitations of the multi-robot

systems. In Section V, we compare and contrast the newly

developed metrics with an alternate existing metric for the

obtained data and offer concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Evans and Messina in [5] analyzed the importance of

defining universally accepted performance metrics for intelli-

gent systems, outlined current efforts to develop standardized

testing and evaluation strategies and argued the need for

industry accepted metrics for inter-comparison of results

and to avoid duplication of work. Traditional engineering

methods that address fault-tolerance predominantly deal with

reliability analysis of systems and components. Reliability



is defined as the probability with which a system will per-

form its specified function/task without failure under stated

environmental conditions over a required lifetime. Stancliff

et al., [16] present a quantitative analysis supporting the

argument that larger teams of less-reliable robots perform

certain missions more reliably than smaller teams of more-

reliable robots. Based on the concept of reliability, Carlson

and Murphy extensively analyze failure data for mobile

robots in [3]. Using MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures)

as a representation for average time to the next failure,

reliability for mobile robots is calculated. The MTBF metric

is defined as:

MTBF =
No. of hours robot is in use

No. of failures encountered
(1)

Though the study is very helpful in providing a detailed

analysis of the component failure rate in mobile robots, it

does not capture other types of fault tolerance that may

be present in a system. It is also difficult to compare the

merits of differing robot team control architectures purely

using the standard manufacturing metrics like MTBF. Un-

fortunately, most existing architectures are evaluated purely

based on task-specific or architecture-specific quantities [14].

The consequences of such an evaluation are that the general

characteristics of fault-tolerance, robustness, and so forth,

are not explicitly identified, and instead are hidden in the

application-specific measures.

Another key drawback of the current techniques like

MTBF is their inability to identify the extent of adaptive

learning exhibited by a fault-tolerant system. Our earlier

experience on developing multi-robot fault-diagnostic ar-

chitectures [15], [12], convinces us that it is unlikely that

the human designer can anticipate every possible fault that

the multi-robot system may encounter a priori. Thus, a

multi-robot team can achieve a much higher level of fault-

tolerance if it is able to autonomously adapt over time.

Hence, it is important for any multi-robot performance metric

to evaluate the extent of intelligence exhibited by the system.

In our work on metrics, we want to capture the notion of

reasoning and intelligence as it influences the overall system

performance.

The most promising work related to our objectives is the

work of Hamilton, et al. [6]. Their approach outlines a metric

for calculating “effective” fault-tolerance for single robot

manipulators by combining the observed fault-tolerance with

a performance/cost rating. The key drawback of the approach

is that the system calculates the effect of robustness purely

based on redundancy, and thus does not capture the use of

intelligence or reasoning to compensate for failure.

III. METRICS FOR EVALUATING FAULT-TOLERANCE AND

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A. Problem definition

As it is difficult to objectively evaluate metrics, it becomes

important for a given metric to identify and subsequently

evaluate the key features that define the fault-tolerance of a

system. According to Murphy and Carlson [2] four important

factors are essential for the success of a diagnostic system:

• Efficiency — ability of the system to optimize available

system time and resources towards task completion,

• Robustness to noise — ability of the system to identify

and recover from faults, and

• Learning — There are two types of learning a system

can exhibit,

– Dealing with uncertainty — ability of the system to

adapt to the changes in the operating environment,

– Dealing with sparse information — ability to ex-

tract and integrate useful system information during

the course of task execution, without the need for a

large number of examples or a long training time.

The formal definition of the problem is as follows. We are

given:

• An autonomous robot team R = {R1, R2, R3, ..., Rn}.

• A pre-defined set of tasks to be executed by the robot

team T = {T1, T2, T3, ..., Tm}, where each task Tj is

executed by a separate robot Ri.

We assume the following:

• The task assignment is pre-defined by means of a set

of pairings 〈Ri, Tj〉. An individual task Tj is executed

by the specific robot Ri.

• Faults can occur naturally during task execution or can

be artificially introduced into the system.

• Faults are broadly categorized into three (3) types:

known, faults the designer can anticipate; unknown,

faults not anticipated by the designer, but which can

be diagnosed by the system based on experience and

available sparse information; and undiagnosable, faults

that cannot be classified autonomously and need human

intervention. The number of faults in each category are

represented as fknown, funknown, and fundiagnosable.

• The robots have three (3) functionally significant oper-

ating states: Normal state, in which a robot focuses all

its system resources and operating time towards com-

pleting the assigned task; Fault state, in which a robot

spends all available time and resources in attempting

to identify the source of the encountered fault; and

Recovery state, in which a robot spends its resources

and operating time in executing the recovery action for

the diagnosed fault.

• Once assigned to a robot, a task can have two possible

outcomes: success or failure. Task success is defined

as the ability of the robot to successfully complete its

assigned task. A task failure is defined as the inability of

the robot to complete its assigned task in the presence

of faults.

• If a robot (Rj) fails to complete a task (Tj), then based

on the system design, the system can either assign task

Tj to a different robot Ri, re-assign Tj to the task queue

of robot Rj , or remove task Tj from the system task

list.

• Every task-assignment, 〈Ri, Tj〉, is considered a task

attempt and is evaluated separately towards overall



system performance.

• An award is associated with every successfully com-

pleted task, given by the utility component uj ; the

punishment associated with a failed task attempt is

given by the cost component for task failure, cj .

• Based on the importance of each individual task relative

to the others, the designer builds a utility-cost table, in

which the summation of the term
∑

u is normalized

to 1.

• To ensure normalized metrics across differing systems,

the cost value is tied to the corresponding task term,

i.e., cj = uj .

B. Measuring System Performance

In developing our metric, we first define the total number

of faults for an ith attempt of task Tj as the summation of all

encountered faults during the course of task execution. That

is, F i
j = f i

knownj
+ f i

unknownj
+ f i

undiagnosablej
. F i

j represents

only the faults that occur during the execution of trial i for

the task Tj .

Successful completion of task Tj is measured by means

of a success metric, Aj :

Aj = uj (2)

Then, the system level measure of success (A) is calculated

as:

A =
∑

j:Tj∈X

uj (3)

where X = {Tj | Task Tj ∈ T was successfully completed}.

That is, the system level measure of success is the sum of

the utilities of the tasks that were successfully completed.

Similarly, we associate a task failure metric, Bi
j , for

each unsuccessful attempt of task Tj by a robot. As the

performance is closely tied with the robot’s ability to recover

from faults, every failed task has a robustness component

associated with it. The effect of the task failure metric

towards performance is discounted by the extent of the

robustness in the task, i.e., the higher the robustness, the

lower the value of the task failure. In other words, we can

use robustness to quantify the extent of fault-tolerance in the

system. We define ρi
j as the measure of robustness for the

ith attempt of task Tj , given by

ρi
j =

f i
knownj

+ f i
unknownj

F i
j

(4)

That is, ρi
j gives the fraction of the faults from which the

system could successfully recover.

Based on equation 4, the task failure metric for the ith

attempt of task Tj is:

Bi
j = cj ∗

(

1 − ρi
j

)

(5)

Grouping all failed attempts of a task Tj , we get the

combined task failure metric (Bj) for a task Tj as:

Bj =

qj
∑

i=1

(cj ∗ (1 − ρi
j)) (6)

where qj is total number of failed attempts of task Tj . The

upper bound of q is application specific and needs to be

determined by the designer before implementation.

Extending equation 6 across all task failures, gives:

B =
∑

j:Tj∈Y

(cj) ∗ (qj −

qj
∑

i=1

ρi
j) (7)

where Y = {Tj | Task Tj ∈ T failed}.

Finally, the measure of performance can be obtained by

subtracting the cost associated with a task failure from the

utility for successful task completion, i.e.,

P = A − B (8)

Substituting for A and B from equations 3 and 7 respec-

tively, we obtain our desired effective performance metric:

P =
∑

j:Tj∈X

uj −
∑

j:Tj∈Y

(cj ∗ qj) ∗ (qj −

qj
∑

i=1

ρi
j) (9)

P provides the designer with a measure of the system’s

effective performance. The measure results in P values in

the range [−PMax, 1], where PMax is an arbitrarily large

number that can approach infinity. A value of 1 indicates an

optimal system performance, whereas P approaching −∞
indicates a total system failure. As P by itself does not

provide all the information necessary for evaluation, we need

to identify additional individual metrics that help give a

complete picture of the system.

C. Measuring Fault-tolerance

In addition to outlining a measure for performance, we are

interested in identifying the fault-tolerance exhibited by the

system. As mentioned above, we measure the system fault-

tolerance in terms of robustness, efficiency and learning.

Combining individual task robustness measures from

equation 4 for failed task attempts with the robustness

value for the successful attempts, system robustness can be

represented as:

ρs =

∑

j:Tj∈Y

qj
∑

i=1

ρi
j +

∑

q:Tq∈X

ρ1
q

|X + Y |
(10)

A high value of ρs (an ideal system exhibits a ρs value

of 1) indicates a highly robust system and a ρs value of 0
indicates a system with no robustness to faults.

As the ultimate goal of any fault-tolerance architecture

is to achieve task success in the presence of failures, it is

important that the system maximizes its usage of resources

and time towards the completion of the assigned task. To-

wards that, it is necessary to define the efficiency metric (ǫ),

or the total task-execution time spent by a robot on a task,

Tj . In other words, the efficiency of a task can be used to

qualitatively assess a system’s ability to handle failures, i.e.:

tj = tNormalj + tFaultj
+ tRecoveryj

(11)

ǫj =
tNormalj

tj
(12)



We emphasize that efficiency is representative of the system’s

ability to best utilize its resources towards completing the

assigned task and is not a reflection of the quality of the

implemented solution.

Similar to the robustness measure, combining the effi-

ciency measure across the tasks gives:

ǫ =

∑

j:Tj∈X

tNormalj

tj

X + Y
(13)

A more efficient system has a higher value of ǫ and an

inefficient system has ǫ near 0. Subsequently, the influence of

learning exhibited by a system towards system performance

can be measured by tracing the rate of change of diagnosis

for the known and unknown types of faults1. By comparing

the efficiency of the system over a set of trials2, we get an

estimate of the learning exhibited by the system.

δk = ǫ
′

k − ǫ0k (14)

δu = ǫ
′

u − ǫ0u (15)

where ǫ
′

k is the efficiency metric for the known faults for

the final trial, ǫ0k is the efficiency value for known faults for

the initial trial, ǫ
′

u is efficiency metric for the unknown faults

for the final trial and ǫ0u is the efficiency value for unknown

faults for the initial trial. Typically, a negative value for P

or a δ value close to 0 is a good indicator of the lack of

adequate learning in the system. Currently, we are in the

process of expanding the definition of δ to better account

for the stochastic nature of the operating environment.

Additionally, plotting and tracing the efficiency rate over

the course of normal operation can be used to identify

the effectiveness of the implemented learning algorithm.

The reasoning tools are especially useful for fine-tuning

an implemented fault-tolerance architecture, leading to the

development of more refined and effective solutions.

D. Discussion

The somewhat arbitrary nature of any particular metric

leaves it open for subjective interpretation. Specifically, our

metrics are designed as an empirical measure, i.e., they

are calculated post-experimentation based on the collected

data, to account for the ability of a system to adapt to

unexpected changes in the environment. Though the metrics

can be applied to any environment, static or dynamic, if the

operating environment is modified, then there is a need to

recompute the metrics for the new data. As a consequence

it is difficult to theoretically prove the correctness of the

developed metrics. However, by focusing on measuring the

essential qualities that define a fault-tolerance system, that of

robustness, learning and efficiency, we attempt to make the

metrics less arbitrary and more objective in evaluating and

comparing system performance of different fault-tolerance

architectures. Future work intends to focus on exploring

potential means to overcome this drawback.

1As undiagnosable faults fall outside the realm of classification for any
fault-tolerance architecture, we can ignore such faults and restrict our focus
to the known and unknown types of faults.

2An experiment consists of a set of more than 1 trial.

IV. EVALUATION OF METRICS

In order to meaningfully validate the metrics and to show

its application-independence, we apply them to the results

obtained from two distinct physical robot experiments for

different fault-tolerance architectures. The first architecture,

the Causal Model Method (CMM) [7], uses a model-based

approach that predefines a decision graph for detecting and

diagnosing problems that occur during system operation, for

fault-tolerance. The original CMM as described by Horling

and Lesser [7] was defined as a directed, acyclic graph

(DAG) used for organizing a set of diagnosis nodes. Each

node in the graph corresponds to a particular diagnosis

with the precision of reasoning increasing as the depth of

the DAG increases. The nodes periodically perform simple

comparison checks to determine if a fault may have occurred.

Any deviations from the expected value of the characteristics

triggers the diagnosis model to identify the exact source

of the fault. This trigger-checking activity is a primary

mechanism for initiating the diagnostic process.

The second architecture that we implemented, called LeaF

[12], is an adaptive method that uses its experience to

update and extend its causal model to enable the team,

over time, to better recover from faults when they occur.

LeaF combines the existing CMM strategy with case-based

learning algorithm to adapt and categorize a new fault and

add it to the causal model for future use. The unique

aspect of the proposed architecture is its ability to extract

useful information from previously encountered faults. At a

higher level, the entire process of fault representation and

diagnosis can be viewed as a fully connected graph, with

nodes representing faults and edges highlighting the relation

between the faults. Much more detail on LeaF can be found

in [12] and [8].

A. Experiment I: Box Pushing Task

The first experiment we performed was the box pushing

algorithm of [4], as implemented in work by Tang [13].

As in the original implementation, a team of two Pioneer

robots equipped with a laser-scanner, a ring of sonars, and

a forward mounted camera are placed on either end of a

box and the task is to push the box over a pre-determined

distance. The robots locate the goal position, indicated by

a red blob, and calculate an appropriate pushing direction

based on the relative orientation of the box3 to the goal (see

Figure 1). To ensure modularity and the re-usability of code,

the overall task was broken down into sub-tasks that were

completed by teaming three base-line behavior modules of

box push, communication and blob tracking. Table I shows

TABLE I

TASK MODULE RELATIONSHIP TABLE FOR BOX PUSHING TASK

Sub-task Modules

Alignment Blob tracking, Push box

Go to goal Task Blob tracking, Communication, Push box

3As the robots do not know the explicit orientation of the box, the robot’s
own pose information is used as an alternate.



the relation between the individual module and the set of

sub-tasks.

Two separate sets of experiments were performed, with

CMM as the fault-diagnosis method for one set and LeaF as

the fault diagnosis strategy for the other set of experiments.

To ensure consistency, data was collected from over 15

trial runs for each set of experiments. Over the course of

experiments, various failures were encountered, some of

which were expected and others that were unexpected. The

parameters of testing for both sets of experiments were kept

the same to ensure the obtained results could be compared

directly with one another. We define the the utility/cost values

associated with the corresponding tasks as shown in Table II.

For the box pushing task, since both the sub-tasks carry equal

importance towards the completion of the overall task, the

values are distributed equally. The calculated performance

ratings are enumerated in Table III.

1) Discussion: Based purely on the performance values,

we can claim that LeaF performs better than CMM. Looking

closely at the value of robustness it can be said from the data

that LeaF can handle twice as many faults as CMM. The

ability of LeaF to handle unexpected faults is the reason for

the higher robustness rating (Table II). Looking purely at the

net efficiency value for the two systems is a little deceiving.

The differences in the efficiency values between the two

systems are better illustrated in Figure 24. We can see clearly

from the graph that LeaF better utilizes operating time and

resources. In fact, LeaF displays learning through the course

of the trials, resulting in improved values for efficiency

across the system. As a caveat, despite the improvement over

CMM, the low system efficiency rating for LeaF indicates

4For trials that are stopped after 600 secs, the ǫ value is considered to be
0, as there is no possibility of the system ever coming out of the diagnosis
process to resume normal operations.

Fig. 1. Example of a box pushing task – Robots 1 and 2 alternately push
a box towards the goal indicated by a blob at the far end of the corridor
(read left to right, top to bottom).

Fig. 2. Efficiency rating differences between LeaF and CMM for the
box pushing task. The missing values in the graph (Trials 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11)
correlate to an efficiency rating of 0, i.e., the system was unable to diagnose
the fault and had to be manually rebooted.

the need for a more streamlined implementation of the

diagnosis process. Additionally, for Trial 2, both systems

are unable to handle the encountered failure. The ability

of LeaF to learn from experience is captured in Figure 3.

The graph traces the diagnosis time for one type of known

fault through the course of the entire experiment. As the

frequency of occurrence of the said fault increases, LeaF

shows considerable improvement in diagnosis time whereas

CMM maintains the initial value throughout. By reducing

the diagnosis time, LeaF can utilize most of its execution

time towards task completion.

B. Experiment II – Deployment task

The second physical robot experiment we performed was

based on the idea of “assistive navigation” between robots.

For this deployment task we use a small team (2-5) of

mobile, physically heterogeneous cooperating robots for an

indoor deployment task. The robot team has a very strict set

of goals/tasks: autonomously deploy a sensor robot within an

indoor environment. The composition of the team consisted

of two classes of robots: lead robot equipped with scanning

laser range-finders and cameras; and sensor-limited robots

equipped with a microphone and a crude camera. All of

the robots had 802.11 WiFi, and a modified ad-hoc routing

package (AODV) was used to ensure network connectivity.

Because these sensor-limited robots could not navigate

safely on their own, complex heterogeneous teaming be-

haviors were used that allowed the small group of helper

robots to deploy the sensor-limited robots to their planned

destinations [15]. Table IV shows the relation between the

individual modules and the defined set of tasks. Figure 4

shows these robots performing one such deployment task.

Similar to the box pushing task, two (2) sets of experi-

ments were performed. The consequences of failure were

TABLE II

UTILITY-COST TABLE FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

Task CMM

Utility Cost

Go to goal Task 0.50 0.50
Alignment Task 0.50 0.50



TABLE III

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TABLE FOR BOX PUSHING TASK

System P ∈ (−∞, 1] ρ ∈ [0, 1] per trial ǫ ∈ [0, 1] per trial δknown per trial δunknown per trial

CMM 0.25 0.400 0.2567 0 0
LeaF 0.7 0.734 0.3791 1.01 2.83

not corrected, and the team was allowed to learn from its

own mistakes, whenever possible. Each run was considered

a separate, discrete trial. In these experiments, a total of 15

single robot deployments were attempted. The distribution

of faults for the two system were as follows: CMM – 23

faults, out of which only 6 were of type unknown, and

LeaF – 35 faults, 13 of which belonged to the unknown

category. We start by defining the utility/cost table values

associated with the corresponding tasks. For deployment,

since the most important criterion is for the robot to return

home, the module Return Home is assigned the highest

utility/task value. Similarly, based on prior experience with

multi-robot systems, we determine the order of importance

for the remaining modules and assign values (see Table V).

TABLE IV

TASK MODULE RELATIONSHIP TABLE FOR CMM AND LEAF

Task Modules

Go to goal Task Localization, Path planning, Navigation

Teleoperation Task Marker Detection, Communication

Recharging Task Localization, Path planning, Navigation,
Marker Detection, Communication

Follow the leader Task Blob Tracking

Return home Task Localization, Path planning, Navigation

Table VI compares the system performance metric for

CMM and LeaF. LeaF shows a marked improvement in

the per trial measures of robustness, and efficiency. Despite

LeaF’s ability to recover from all the encountered faults

over the course of the experiments, it is important to note

that the value for robustness for LeaF is misleading. From

our earlier work [12], we know that the larger the number

of interacting components in an environment, higher is the

probability of failure. We believe eventually LeaF will also

encounter fault(s) that it does not handle well, similar to

the sonar case in the box pushing task. Figures 5(a) and

5(b) plot the diagnosis curve for the two sets of faults from
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Fig. 3. Time of diagnosis for LeaF and CMM for the box pushing task.

Fig. 4. Deployment of a sensor robot using assistive navigation: the lead
robot reaches a pre-specified way-point, teleoperates the sensor robot into
position and heads back to the starting position (read left to right, top to
bottom).

known and unknown category. For the known type of faults,

the diagnosis times for CMM do not decrease over the course

of trials and remain steady at best. However, in the case of

LeaF, it is interesting to note that the system uses experience

as a means to improve performance steadily over trials. For

the case of unknown faults, from the graph in Figure 5(b)

we can see that after a few instances of the unknown fault,

LeaF is able to better diagnose the problem5. The use of case-

based reasoner in LeaF ensures that the system is constantly

learning about the new fault. We can hypothesize that over

the course of future trials the system would show significant

improvement in performance, before stabilizing on the fastest

possible diagnosis implemented. Based on the analyzed data

and our prior work with diagnostic systems [12], it is our

belief that the performance trend for an intelligent system

would steadily improve over time once the system has gained

experience about the most common previously un-modeled

faults. It is also reasonable to expect the rate of learning of

the system, and as a consequence the system performance, to

slow down as it approaches the peak value of 1. On the other

hand, increasing the number of components, combined with

a lack of learning, results in a sharp downward performance

curve. In fact, we can make the claim that for such systems,

the architecture should display significant learning just to

5The actual times only represent the quality of implementation and not
the quality of learning.



TABLE VI

EVALUATION TABLE FOR CMM AND LEAF FOR DEPLOYMENT TASK

System P ∈ (−∞, 1] ρ ∈ [0, 1] per trial ǫ ∈ [0, 1] per trial δknown per trial δunknown per trial

CMM 0.1938 0.6133 0.1814 0.0 0.0

LeaF 0.855 1.0 0.5221 0.1 1.39

(a) Tracing diagnosis time for known type over
the set of trials for deployment task.

(b) Tracing diagnosis time for unknown type of
fault for deployment task.

Fig. 5. Performance illustrated over the period of operation for CMM and LeaF.

TABLE V

UTILITY-COST TABLE FOR THE DEPLOYMENT TASK

Task CMM LeaF

Utility Cost Utility Cost

Go to goal Task 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Teleoperation Task 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Follow the leader Task 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
Return home Task 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30

maintain the initial performance rating. It is to be noted

that the lack of learning is not always an indicative of a

failure of the system to learn, instead it merely highlights

that the system was not designed to be a learning system

and hence its failure to adapt to unexpected changes during

the course of task-execution. Additionally, the CMM system

does not make full use of the available information, whereas

the ability of LeaF to adapt and expand its search space

beyond the initial diagnosis makes it capable of identifying

previously unknown errors. Thus the CMM performs well

for static situations, but starts degrading when any dynamic

changes are made to the operating environment, whereas the

LeaF is a more competent architecture for static as well as

dynamic systems.

V. COMPARING METRICS

As metrics are highly subjective, it is useful to compare

any newly designed metrics with other existing ones for well

defined, standard applications. In this section, we apply the

Hamilton-Walker-Bennett (HWB) [6] metric to the obtained

results from the two different physical robot experiments

and subsequently analyze the effectiveness for each one in

helping a designer better understand an implemented system.

The metric is defined as follows:

HWBeff = k1(f)2 + k2(p)2; (16)

where k1 and k2 are normalizing constants, f is the re-

dundancy based system fault-tolerance and p is the system

performance. The calculated value for effective performance

lies between the ranges of [0, 1], with 0 indicating an in-

effective system and 1 represents a system with an ideal

balance of fault-tolerance and performance. Translating to

the multi-robot domain,

HWBeff =

m
∑

j=1

uj(ρredundancyj
)2+

cj



1 −

tdiagnosisj
+tRecoveryj

tj
+ 1

2





2 (17)

where m is the total set of tasks in the application,

ρredundancyj
is the correlating redundancy based fault-

tolerance, and tj is the total task execution time.

As the HWB metrics were originally designed for the

multi-processor domain, in order to apply them to the results

from the multi-robot domain, certain interpretations need to

be made. These include:

• Each sub-system from the multi-processor environment

can be equated to sub-tasks in the multi-robot environ-

ment,

• The normalizing constants used for determining the

extent of fault-tolerance or performance can be mapped

to the defined task-utility table,

• Only redundancy based faults can be used to calculate

the fault-tolerance,

• System fault-tolerance is the summation of fault-

tolerance across all individual sub-systems or sub-tasks,

• Performance speed is inversely mapped to the system

efficiency from our metrics model, and

• The cost value is always set to 1, as we never take into

consideration the actual physical cost towards overall



system performance.

TABLE VII

CALCULATED VALUE FOR EFFECTIVE FAULT-TOLERANCE FOR BOTH

METRICS FOR THE DIFFERENT TEST SYSTEMS

Experiment System HWB Kannan-Parker6

Box pushing CMM 0.3466 0.594

Box pushing LeaF 0.4232 0.8122

Deployment CMM 0.5548 0.5718

Deployment LeaF 0.6830 0.9043

Towards a fair comparison, we scale our metric values

to the same range [0, 1] as the HWB measure. We illustrate

the calculated performance values for both systems in Ta-

ble VII. Comparing the two metric values, it immediately

becomes clear that the low numerical values are not a fair

representation of the two systems. We can also infer from the

table that for the HWB metric the granularity of distinction

between the two systems is not nearly as high as that of our

metric. The extent of relative difference becomes important

when comparing similar types of systems. The predominant

reason for this is that by considering purely redundant faults,

the system does not account for other types of coordination

or operational failures. In the case of a redundancy-based

manipulator system, a larger number of team members results

in an improved value for redundancy and as a consequence a

higher performance rating, whereas for a multi-robot system

as the complexity of the system increases, the performance

curve goes down. Additionally, the HWB metric does not

provide a means to evaluate and measure the adaptability

or learning exhibited by a multi-robot system. This is re-

flected in the negative performance values for LeaF for both

tasks. A negative measure is generally a good indicator for

performance degradation over time or trials, whereas based

on our analysis we know that the performance of LeaF

improves over the course of the trials. As the HWB metric is

a single quantitative measure, it cannot identify the influence

of learning towards improving system performance exhibited

by each system. From Murphy’s hypotheses [2] we know

that learning constitutes an integral part of a robust fault-

tolerance architecture and an inability to measure it prevents

the metric from truly evaluating the capabilities of each

system. As a consequence, a designer looking purely at the

numerical values will not be able to determine which of the

two systems, for either task, performs better. To summarize,

the results from our experiments indicate that our metric

gives more informative indicators of the system performance,

but that more research is needed to determine to make a more

general comparison between the two metrics.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As new techniques in fault-tolerance are being explored

[12], existing methods do not provide a complete measure

of system performance for multi-robot teams. In this paper,

we present an evaluation metric to measure the extent of

6A logarithmic scale of the form x = log
2

y + 1 is used to the scale the
metrics to the range [0, 1].

fault-tolerance towards system improvement over a period

of time. Furthermore, we evaluate two different multi-robot

applications based on the defined metrics. Specifically, the

research provides a quantitative measure for identifying sys-

tem fault-tolerance in terms of efficiency, robustness and the

extent of learning. The research also provides the designer

with analytical methods for understanding the metrics and

the implemented system. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first metric that attempts to evaluate the quality of

learning towards understanding system level fault-tolerance.

We intend to focus future efforts towards overcoming the

purely empirical nature of the developed metrics.
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